HOST SPONSOR (UP TO 4 AVAILABLE): $10,000
- Recognition in prominent location on all signage throughout the event
- Prominent recognition on the event website’s landing page
- Prominent recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- Recognition in the event’s opening presentation
- Speaking opportunity at the event
- Three event registrations

WELCOME RECEPTION SPONSOR
(2 AVAILABLE, CO-BRANDED): $5,000
- Recognition on signage at the event reception
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- Recognition on tabletop signage
- Opportunity to provide a promotional giveaway (must be pre-approved by Network staff)
- Opportunity to provide cocktail napkins
- Name a signature drink
- Two event registrations

NETWORK RECEPTION SPONSOR DAY 1
(EXCLUSIVE): $3,500
- Recognition on signage at the event reception
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- Recognition on tabletop signage
- Opportunity to provide a promotional giveaway (must be pre-approved by Network staff)
- Opportunity to provide cocktail napkins
- Two event registrations

BADGE SPONSOR (EXCLUSIVE): $4,500
Deadline: One month prior to event date
- Logo on all attendee badges
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- Two event registrations

LUNCH SPONSOR (2 AVAILABLE, CO-BRANDED): $5,000
- Recognition on signage at the event lunch
- Recognition on tabletop signage
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- Opportunity to provide cocktail napkins
- Two event registrations
### Sponsorship Opportunities (Cont'd.)

#### Breakfast Sponsor (2 available, co-branded): $3,500
- Opportunity to specify food choices for breakfast
- Recognition on signage at the event breakfast
- Recognition on tabletop signage
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- Opportunity to provide cocktail napkins and cups
- Two event registrations

#### Pens & Pads (exclusive): $2,000
- Logos on pens and pads distributed on tables (sponsor provides)
- Recognition on signage at the event
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- One event registration

#### Registration Table Giveaway (exclusive): $2,000
- Your giveaway available at the registration table
- Recognition on signage at event
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- One event registration

#### All Coffee Breaks Sponsor (2 available, co-branded): $2,500
- Recognition on tabletop signage (coffee break area)
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- Opportunity to provide cocktail napkins and cups
- Two event registrations

#### Charging Lounge/Station (exclusive): $1,500
- Recognition in the video played during the event break
- Recognition on signage at event
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- One event registration

#### Exhibition Tables: $1,500
- Opportunity to display literature/giveaways on tables
- Opportunity to display pull-up banner behind table (sponsor provides)
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs

#### Table Centerpiece (sponsor provides): $2,000
*Deadline: One month prior to event date*
- Sponsor provides centerpiece
- Centerpiece on tables for main event
- Recognition on tabletop signage (event room)
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- One event registration

#### Table Centerpiece (Network provides): $5,000
- The Network will provide floral arrangements and the sponsor will be recognized on cards placed in the arrangements
- Recognition on tabletop signage (event room)
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- Two event registrations
- Sponsor has the ability to place collateral on the tables

#### All Coffee Breaks Sponsor (2 available, co-branded): $2,500
- Recognition on tabletop signage (coffee break area)
- Recognition on the event’s website
- Recognition in digital promotions
- Recognition on thank you signs
- Opportunity to provide cocktail napkins and cups
- Two event registrations